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CSIS LongCSIS Long--Term Immigration Projection ProjectTerm Immigration Projection Project

Sponsored by SSA under a RRC grant to the Center for 
Retirement Research at Boston College

Three goals:
assess state of current projection practice
explore theoretical and empirical research 
develop improved projection methodology

Convened working group made up of 25 immigration 
experts and representatives of projection-making 
agencies; commissioned five working papers

Final report published by Boston College as working 
paper and republished in revised form by CSIS
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What this Presentation Aims to AccomplishWhat this Presentation Aims to Accomplish

Establish the growing importance of migration in the 
long-term population projection equation

Survey current projection practice

Argue for the necessity & feasibility of developing a 
driver-based immigration projection model

Summarize migration theories and the “new empirical 
literature” on international migration

Examine a proposed “driver-based” model

Establish the growing importance of migration in the Establish the growing importance of migration in the 
longlong--term population projection equationterm population projection equation

Survey current projection practiceSurvey current projection practice

Argue for the necessity & feasibility of developing a Argue for the necessity & feasibility of developing a 
driverdriver--based immigration projection modelbased immigration projection model

Summarize migration theories and the Summarize migration theories and the ““new empirical new empirical 
literatureliterature”” on international migrationon international migration

Examine a proposed Examine a proposed ““driverdriver--basedbased”” modelmodel



The Importance of Immigration ProjectionsThe Importance of Immigration Projections

In recent decades, immigration rates in the developed 
countries have surged even as fertility rates have fallen

Net immigration now accounts for two-fifths of total 
population growth in the United States and nearly nine-
tenths in Europe

Assumptions about future immigration trends dominate 
long-term population projections

Projections of the size, age structure, and national 
origin of the population are crucial to prepare for many 
of tomorrow’s most important policy challenges

In recent decades, immigration rates in the developed In recent decades, immigration rates in the developed 
countries have surged even as fertility rates have fallencountries have surged even as fertility rates have fallen

Net immigration now accounts for twoNet immigration now accounts for two--fifths of total fifths of total 
population growth in the United States and nearly ninepopulation growth in the United States and nearly nine--
tenths in Europetenths in Europe

Assumptions about future immigration trends dominate Assumptions about future immigration trends dominate 
longlong--term population projectionsterm population projections

Projections of the size, age structure, and national Projections of the size, age structure, and national 
origin of the population are crucial to prepare for many origin of the population are crucial to prepare for many 
of tomorrowof tomorrow’’s most important policy challengess most important policy challenges



The State of Projection PracticeThe State of Projection Practice

We surveyed the long-term immigration projection 
methods of 15 national and international agencies

Current practice remains largely ad hoc and 
judgmental:

most agencies base their assumptions on
current or recent immigration experience

a few base their assumptions on current policy

Few if any agencies use assumptions that are grounded 
in a theory of how or why immigration happens

We surveyed the longWe surveyed the long--term immigration projection term immigration projection 
methods of 15 national and international agenciesmethods of 15 national and international agencies

Current practice remains largely ad hoc and Current practice remains largely ad hoc and 
judgmental:judgmental:

most agencies base their assumptions onmost agencies base their assumptions on
current or recent immigration experiencecurrent or recent immigration experience

a few base their assumptions on current policya few base their assumptions on current policy

Few if any agencies use assumptions that are grounded Few if any agencies use assumptions that are grounded 
in a theory of how or why immigration happensin a theory of how or why immigration happens



Why we need to develop a driverWhy we need to develop a driver--based based 
immigration projection modelimmigration projection model

Because the alternatives are inadequate—such as…

assuming future immigration is indefinitely 
constrained by current national law or policy

assuming future immigration experiences “no change”
from current or recent levels

surveying demographic experts to arrive at a 
“consensus” for future immigration

Because the alternatives are inadequateBecause the alternatives are inadequate——such assuch as……

assuming future immigration is indefinitely assuming future immigration is indefinitely 
constrained by current national law or policyconstrained by current national law or policy

assuming future immigration experiences assuming future immigration experiences ““no changeno change””
from current or recent levelsfrom current or recent levels

surveying demographic experts to arrive at a surveying demographic experts to arrive at a 
““consensusconsensus”” for future immigrationfor future immigration
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Because it is feasible, despite myths that
say it isn’t—such as…

A projection is a prediction, and it would be folly to 
“predict” immigration decades in advance

It is very difficult to make a near-term immigration 
projection; long-term projections must therefore be 
impossible

We know very little about the social or economic 
drivers underlying long-term migration trends

Because it is feasible, despite myths thatBecause it is feasible, despite myths that
say it isnsay it isn’’tt——such assuch as……

A projection is a prediction, and it would be folly to A projection is a prediction, and it would be folly to 
““predictpredict”” immigration decades in advanceimmigration decades in advance

It is very difficult to make a nearIt is very difficult to make a near--term immigration term immigration 
projection; longprojection; long--term projections must therefore be term projections must therefore be 
impossibleimpossible

We know very little about the social or economic We know very little about the social or economic 
drivers underlying longdrivers underlying long--term migration trendsterm migration trends

Why we need to develop a driverWhy we need to develop a driver--based based 
immigration projection modelimmigration projection model



Migration:Migration:
Contribution of Six Theoretical FrameworksContribution of Six Theoretical Frameworks

Neoclassical Framework:
central driver is “pure economics”—supply and 
demand in the global labor market

World Systems Framework:
central driver is sociocultural—the historical forces 
of development and “globalization”

New Economics Framework:
central driver is microeconomic—choices made in 
the context of family and local relationships

Neoclassical FrameworkNeoclassical Framework::
central driver is central driver is ““pure economicspure economics””——supply and supply and 
demand in the global labor marketdemand in the global labor market

World Systems FrameworkWorld Systems Framework::
central driver is central driver is socioculturalsociocultural——the historical forces the historical forces 
of development and of development and ““globalizationglobalization””

New Economics FrameworkNew Economics Framework::
central driver is microeconomiccentral driver is microeconomic——choices made in choices made in 
the context of family and local relationshipsthe context of family and local relationships



Migration:Migration:
Contribution of Six Theoretical FrameworksContribution of Six Theoretical Frameworks

Social Network Framework:
central driver is social capital—path-dependent 
community networks creating migration momentum

Dual Labor Market Framework:
central driver is the two-tiered demand for 
immigrant labor in destination countries

Policy Framework:
central driver is legislation & enforcement in face of 
relentless “immigration pressure”

Social Network FrameworkSocial Network Framework::
central driver is social capitalcentral driver is social capital——pathpath--dependent dependent 
community networks creating migration momentumcommunity networks creating migration momentum

Dual Labor Market FrameworkDual Labor Market Framework::
central driver is the twocentral driver is the two--tiered demand for tiered demand for 
immigrant labor in destination countriesimmigrant labor in destination countries

Policy FrameworkPolicy Framework::
central driver is legislation & enforcement in face of central driver is legislation & enforcement in face of 
relentless relentless ““immigration pressureimmigration pressure””



How theory is spawning a vast new How theory is spawning a vast new 
empirical literatureempirical literature

Over last fifteen years, the explosion in computing 
power and refinement of statistical techniques allow 
systematic testing of theory against evidence using 
postwar global data

Economists are also using statistics to re-examine 
long-term historical data, including the “Great 
Migration” of the 19th and 20th centuries—an ideal 
laboratory for evaluating competing theories

Bottom line: Social scientists now broadly agree on 
both the direction and rough magnitude of a large 
number of causative migration drivers
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both the direction and rough magnitude of a large both the direction and rough magnitude of a large 
number of causative migration driversnumber of causative migration drivers



Framework of Entire ModelFramework of Entire Model

Entire model in three equations

First equation provides overall structure:

where MNET = net migration
IV = voluntary immigration
EV = voluntary emigration
MCAT = net involuntary migration

Development of comprehensive & consistent 
historical data is critical prerequisite for model

Entire model in three equationsEntire model in three equations

First equation provides overall structure:First equation provides overall structure:

wherewhere MMNETNET == net migrationnet migration
IIVV == voluntary immigrationvoluntary immigration
EEV V == voluntary emigrationvoluntary emigration
MMCATCAT == net involuntary migrationnet involuntary migration

Development of comprehensive & consistent Development of comprehensive & consistent 
historical data is critical prerequisite for modelhistorical data is critical prerequisite for model

n

NET V V CATi
i=1

M  = I   E  + M− ∑



Framework of IFramework of IVV ModelModel

IV model consists of two equations

First equation handles “built-in” demographic & 
age-structure drivers (module A):

where PN = age-normalized population
PT = unadjusted population
AGE = age-weighted probability of 

migration per capita
ADJ = other population multipliers

IIVV model consists of two equationsmodel consists of two equations

First equation handles First equation handles ““builtbuilt--inin”” demographic & demographic & 
ageage--structure drivers (module A):structure drivers (module A):

wherewhere PN PN == ageage--normalized populationnormalized population
PT PT == unadjusted populationunadjusted population
AGEAGE == ageage--weighted probability of weighted probability of 

migration per capitamigration per capita
ADJ ADJ == other population multipliersother population multipliers

jt jt jt jt

for origin country j and year t
PN  = (PT )(AGE )(ADJ )



Framework of IFramework of IVV ModelModel

Second equation handles all other “modeled”
drivers (modules D, E, O, P, X):

where D demographic drivers
E economic drivers
O other nonpolicy drivers
P policy drivers
X dummy variables

Second equation handles all other Second equation handles all other ““modeledmodeled””
drivers (modules D, E, O, P, X):drivers (modules D, E, O, P, X):

wherewhere D D demographic driversdemographic drivers
E E economic driverseconomic drivers
OO other nonpolicy driversother nonpolicy drivers
P P policy driverspolicy drivers
X X dummy variablesdummy variables

jt jt

  * * * * * * 

V

for origin country j and year t

(I /PN ) =
pd e o x

i ijt i ijt i ijt i ijt i ijt jt
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1

 + β D + E + O + P + X + eα γ δ ε ζ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑



Framework of IFramework of IVV ModelModel

Together, these three equations can be used to 
model, test, and backcast estimators over historical 
time periods—and then to project or build 
scenarios over future time periods

In equation 3, OLS modeling is assumed for 
convenience only

Modeling assumptions (behavioral, feedback, 
statistical, forecasting) are discussed in our paper

Together, these three equations can be used to Together, these three equations can be used to 
model, test, and backcast estimators over historical model, test, and backcast estimators over historical 
time periodstime periods——and then to project or build and then to project or build 
scenarios over future time periodsscenarios over future time periods

In equation 3, OLS modeling is assumed for In equation 3, OLS modeling is assumed for 
convenience onlyconvenience only

Modeling assumptions (behavioral, feedback, Modeling assumptions (behavioral, feedback, 
statistical, forecasting) are discussed in our paperstatistical, forecasting) are discussed in our paper



Modules in IModules in IVV ModelModel

Note that the order in which the modules are 
included reflects the relative certainty of the driver 
dynamics and the driver assumptions

(A) age-structure drivers
(D) demographic drivers
(E) economic drivers
(O) other nonpolicy drivers
(P) policy drivers
(X) dummy variables

Note that the order in which the modules are Note that the order in which the modules are 
included reflects the relative certainty of the driver included reflects the relative certainty of the driver 
dynamics and the driver assumptionsdynamics and the driver assumptions

(A)(A) ageage--structure driversstructure drivers
(D)(D) demographic driversdemographic drivers
(E)(E) economic driverseconomic drivers
(O)(O) other nonpolicy driversother nonpolicy drivers
(P)(P) policy driverspolicy drivers
(X)(X) dummy variablesdummy variables

more certainmore certain

less certainless certain

builtbuilt--inin

modeledmodeled



Module A: BuiltModule A: Built--In OriginIn Origin--Country Country 
Demographic & Age Structure DriversDemographic & Age Structure Drivers

Strong empirical link between age and migration

Andrei Rogers (1988): “Age specific rates of migration exhibit 
remarkably persistent regularities in age profile.  These 
regularities seem to hold all over the world and across time.”

Also, relative certainty about future values for 
independent variables (demographic projections)

Other possible “built-in” population multipliers 
include total poverty rates and illiteracy rates

Strong empirical Strong empirical link between age and migrationlink between age and migration

Andrei Rogers (1988): Andrei Rogers (1988): ““Age specific rates of migration exhibit Age specific rates of migration exhibit 
remarkably persistent regularities in age profile.  These remarkably persistent regularities in age profile.  These 
regularities seem to hold all over the world and across time.regularities seem to hold all over the world and across time.””

Also, relative certainty about future values for Also, relative certainty about future values for 
independent variables (demographic projections)independent variables (demographic projections)

Other possible Other possible ““builtbuilt--inin”” population multipliers population multipliers 
include include total poverty ratestotal poverty rates and and illiteracy ratesilliteracy rates
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Module D: Modeled DemographicModule D: Modeled Demographic
& Foreign& Foreign--Born Stock DriversBorn Stock Drivers

Strongest candidate for “modeled” demographic 
driver: relative size of foreign-born stock (to capture 
network effect, a.k.a. cumulative causation or 
migration momentum); powerful empirical linkage

Requires construction & projection of yearly stock 
values; independent variables are internally 
generated; vintage effects and nonlinear dynamic 
modelable

Other possible “modeled” demographic drivers: 
growth rate of youth population; relative size of 
government transfers to the elderly

Strongest candidate for Strongest candidate for ““modeledmodeled”” demographic demographic 
driver: driver: relative size of foreignrelative size of foreign--born stockborn stock (to capture (to capture 
network effectnetwork effect, a.k.a. , a.k.a. cumulative causationcumulative causation or or 
migration momentummigration momentum); powerful empirical linkage); powerful empirical linkage

Requires construction & projection of yearly stock Requires construction & projection of yearly stock 
values; independent variables are internally values; independent variables are internally 
generated; vintage effects and nonlinear dynamic generated; vintage effects and nonlinear dynamic 
modelablemodelable

Other possible Other possible ““modeledmodeled”” demographic drivers: demographic drivers: 
growth rate of youth populationgrowth rate of youth population; ; relative size of relative size of 
government transfers to the elderlygovernment transfers to the elderly



Module E: Modeled EconomicModule E: Modeled Economic
& Development Drivers (1)& Development Drivers (1)

First and strongest candidate: relative wage level; 
possibly adjusted for noncash benefits, skill, 
unemployment, taxation, or wage-growth 
expectations

John Hicks (1932): “Differences in net economic advantages, 
chiefly advantages in wages, are the main causes of 
migration.”

Second candidate: relative education level; can be 
combined with wage level and modeled additively; 
in some studies, % change in relative years of 
schooling has a greater impact on migration than % 
change in relative wages

First and strongest candidate: First and strongest candidate: relative wage levelrelative wage level; ; 
possibly adjusted for noncash benefits, skill, possibly adjusted for noncash benefits, skill, 
unemployment, taxation, or wageunemployment, taxation, or wage--growth growth 
expectationsexpectations

John Hicks (1932): John Hicks (1932): ““Differences in net economic advantages, Differences in net economic advantages, 
chiefly advantages in wages, are the main causes of chiefly advantages in wages, are the main causes of 
migration.migration.””

Second candidate: Second candidate: relative education levelrelative education level; can be ; can be 
combined with wage level and modeled additively; combined with wage level and modeled additively; 
in some studies, % change in relative years of in some studies, % change in relative years of 
schooling has a greater impact on migration than % schooling has a greater impact on migration than % 
change in relative wageschange in relative wages



Module E: Modeled EconomicModule E: Modeled Economic
& Development Drivers (2)& Development Drivers (2)

Third candidate: level of economic development; 
nonlinear dynamic is expected (development hump
or inverted-U)

Many possible unique indicators: absolute wage 
level, urbanization, manufacturing share of labor 
force, indices of development in transportation, 
technology, media

With all economic and development drivers, 
projecting future values for independent variables is 
a challenge; two options: assume slow convergence 
trend rule or borrow global long-term growth model

Third candidate: Third candidate: level of economic developmentlevel of economic development; ; 
nonlinear dynamic is expected (nonlinear dynamic is expected (development humpdevelopment hump
or or invertedinverted--UU))

Many possible unique indicators: absolute wage Many possible unique indicators: absolute wage 
level, urbanization, manufacturing share of labor level, urbanization, manufacturing share of labor 
force, indices of development in transportation, force, indices of development in transportation, 
technology, mediatechnology, media

With all economic and development drivers, With all economic and development drivers, 
projecting future values for independent variables is projecting future values for independent variables is 
a challenge; two options: assume slow convergence a challenge; two options: assume slow convergence 
trend rule or borrow global longtrend rule or borrow global long--term growth modelterm growth model
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Module O: All Other ModeledModule O: All Other Modeled
Nonpolicy DriversNonpolicy Drivers

Candidate one: relative income/wealth inequality; two 
main theoretical frameworks: Stark-Taylor’s relative 
deprivation; Borjas’ Roy Model theory, which requires 
nonlinear test; challenge: how to project the future of 
inequality―follow the Kuznets inverted-U hypothesis?

Candidate two: relative volume of trade; problematic 
conflict between (Heckscher-Ohlin) theory and 
empirical evidence 

Candidate three: technology; to date does not test well

Candidate four: political, social, environmental 
catastrophes; problematic except in special cases

Candidate one: Candidate one: relative income/wealth inequalityrelative income/wealth inequality; two ; two 
main theoretical frameworks: Starkmain theoretical frameworks: Stark--TaylorTaylor’’s s relative relative 
deprivationdeprivation; Borjas; Borjas’’ Roy ModelRoy Model theory, which requires theory, which requires 
nonlinear test; challenge: how to project the future of nonlinear test; challenge: how to project the future of 
inequalityinequality――follow the Kuznets invertedfollow the Kuznets inverted--U hypothesis?U hypothesis?

Candidate two: Candidate two: relative volume of traderelative volume of trade; problematic ; problematic 
conflict between (Heckscherconflict between (Heckscher--Ohlin) theory and Ohlin) theory and 
empirical evidence empirical evidence 

Candidate three: Candidate three: technologytechnology; to date does not test well; to date does not test well

Candidate four: Candidate four: political, social, environmental political, social, environmental 
catastrophescatastrophes; problematic except in special cases; problematic except in special cases



Module P: Destination CountryModule P: Destination Country
Policy DriversPolicy Drivers

Policy drivers attempt to explain legal/regulatory 
changes in the demand for immigrants in the 
destination country

Assuming no policy drivers (i.e., unchanged policy), 
we can only project immigration pressure; with policy 
drivers, we can model public responses to pressure

Candidates for drivers with most historical and 
empirical support: relative size of total foreign-born 
stock (to track noneconomic impact); and stock 
weighted by education gap between immigrants and 
natives (to track economic impact on wages); stock 
vintages and sizable time lags would need testing

Policy drivers attempt to explain legal/regulatory Policy drivers attempt to explain legal/regulatory 
changes in the demand for immigrants in the changes in the demand for immigrants in the 
destination countrydestination country

Assuming no policy drivers (i.e., unchanged policy), Assuming no policy drivers (i.e., unchanged policy), 
we can only project we can only project immigration pressureimmigration pressure; with policy ; with policy 
drivers, we can model public responses to pressuredrivers, we can model public responses to pressure

Candidates for drivers with most historical and Candidates for drivers with most historical and 
empirical support: empirical support: relative size of total foreignrelative size of total foreign--born born 
stockstock (to track noneconomic impact); and (to track noneconomic impact); and stock stock 
weighted by education gap between immigrants and weighted by education gap between immigrants and 
nativesnatives (to track economic impact on wages); stock (to track economic impact on wages); stock 
vintages and sizable time lags would need testingvintages and sizable time lags would need testing



Module X:Module X:
Eras and CountryEras and Country--Specific EffectsSpecific Effects

Intercept dummies for eras would be needed to 
normalize results for unique policy/regulatory regimes

Intercept dummies for origin regions or countries 
would be needed to normalize for hidden country-
specific effects; these effects can be minimized by 
adding additional drivers (distance, common language 
or border, trade volume, etc.)

Intercept values can be helpful in developing rest of 
model or in scenario building

Intercept dummies for eras would be needed to Intercept dummies for eras would be needed to 
normalize results for unique policy/regulatory regimesnormalize results for unique policy/regulatory regimes

Intercept dummies for origin regions or countries Intercept dummies for origin regions or countries 
would be needed to normalize for hidden countrywould be needed to normalize for hidden country--
specific effects; these effects can be minimized by specific effects; these effects can be minimized by 
adding additional drivers (distance, common language adding additional drivers (distance, common language 
or border, trade volume, etc.)or border, trade volume, etc.)

Intercept values can be helpful in developing rest of Intercept values can be helpful in developing rest of 
model or in scenario buildingmodel or in scenario building



Projecting EProjecting EVV and Mand MCATCAT

Voluntary emigration in developed countries largely an 
issue of foreign-born migrating back to origin country; 
primary drivers should thus be migration rates for 
vintaged stocks of foreign-born, by origin country

Subsequent re-immigration rates can also be estimated; 
ultimate steady state can be determined through 
Markov Chain analysis

Net involuntary migration: Best driver is perhaps a 
constant share of total origin-country population; 
country weights would be difficult to estimate; no 
elegant method

Voluntary emigrationVoluntary emigration in developed countries largely an in developed countries largely an 
issue of foreignissue of foreign--born migrating back to origin country; born migrating back to origin country; 
primary drivers should thus be migration rates for primary drivers should thus be migration rates for 
vintaged stocks of foreignvintaged stocks of foreign--born, by origin countryborn, by origin country

Subsequent reSubsequent re--immigration rates can also be estimated; immigration rates can also be estimated; 
ultimate steady state can be determined through ultimate steady state can be determined through 
Markov Chain analysisMarkov Chain analysis

Net involuntary migrationNet involuntary migration: Best driver is perhaps a : Best driver is perhaps a 
constant share of total originconstant share of total origin--country population; country population; 
country weights would be difficult to estimate; no country weights would be difficult to estimate; no 
elegant methodelegant method



Projection Model Flow ChartProjection Model Flow Chart

 Country J
 Country 3

 Country 2
Country 1

Built-in Demographic Drivers
e.g., age structure, absolute poverty

Modeled Demographic Drivers
e.g., foreign-born stock, youth population 
growth, aged dependency ratio

Modeled Economic & Development Drivers
e.g., wages, education, urbanization, media

All Other Modeled Nonpolicy Drivers
e.g., inequality, environment, trade

Invariant Country-Specific Effects
e.g., distance, language, former colony, 
political regime

Modeled Demographic Drivers
e.g., foreign-born stock, youth population growth, 
aged dependency ratio

Modeled Economic & Development Drivers
e.g., wages, education, urbanization, media

All Other Modeled Nonpolicy Drivers
e.g., inequality, environment, trade

Invariant Country-Specific Effects
e.g., distance, language, former colony, political 
regime

Modeled Destination-Country Policy Drivers
e.g., immigration laws & enforcement

DESTINATION COUNTRY (d) ORIGIN COUNTRIES ( j = 1, 2, 3… J ) 

IMMIGRATION 
(Voluntary)

Foreign-Born Stock



ConclusionConclusion

Howe & Jackson (2006): “We have tried to show that… it is possible 
to identify connections between immigration and other social, 
economic, and political variables that can be projected with some 
confidence.  We have also explained how these insights about the
underlying drivers of immigration can be consolidated and 
integrated into a useable projection model.”

A “driver-based” immigration projection model could 
have enormous policy payoffs:

provide “best estimates” of future values
allow “high-low” ranges of plausible outcomes
enable stochastic “forecasts” if desired
allow “scenario building” to study policy

Howe & Jackson (2006):Howe & Jackson (2006): ““We have tried to show thatWe have tried to show that…… it is possible it is possible 
to identify connections between immigration and other social, to identify connections between immigration and other social, 
economic, and political variables that can be projected with someconomic, and political variables that can be projected with some e 
confidence.  We have also explained how these insights about theconfidence.  We have also explained how these insights about the
underlying drivers of immigration can be consolidated and underlying drivers of immigration can be consolidated and 
integrated into a useable projection model.integrated into a useable projection model.””

A A ““driverdriver--basedbased”” immigration projection model could immigration projection model could 
have enormous policy payoffs:have enormous policy payoffs:

provide provide ““best estimatesbest estimates”” of future valuesof future values
allow allow ““highhigh--lowlow”” ranges of plausible outcomesranges of plausible outcomes
enable stochastic enable stochastic ““forecastsforecasts”” if desiredif desired
allow allow ““scenario buildingscenario building”” to study policyto study policy
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